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I hope Chick fil A‘s leadership reconsider their decision and stop promoting the false narrative that those
who promote biblical values are anti-LGBTQ. — Christian Civic League of Maine

Christianity Drunk on the Left’s Kool Aid
https://email.althahosting.com/campaigns/rf235d2z0pa4b

I dedicated twenty years of my life to the Christian Civic League of Maine. From 1994 to 2009 I led the ministry as
the Executive Director. I resigned in 2009. The statement above encapsulates the reason why.
This is what I wrote about Chick-Fil-A in my column yesterday, “They (sodomites) aren’t going to be truly gay until every last chicken shop in the world is kissing their butts.” That’s a clear and biblical statement about the matter
at hand with the chicken restaurant. Here’s what the League wrote, “This is a sensitive and complicated matter. I
hope Chick fil A‘s leadership reconsider their decision and stop promoting the false narrative that those who promote biblical values are anti-LGBTQ.”
Huh? What does this even mean? Sensitive and complicated?
The narrative in Christianity and Judaism that touches on the issue of sex outside of marriage, especially the butt
version between men, is crystal clear. It starts in the beginning with the total annihilation by fire from heaven of
Sodom and Gomorrah. The narrative NEVER deviates from this total judgment theme. Not once.
Millions of Christians on earth hold that this particular sin is one of a few that cries to heaven for vengeance. The
not-so-Christian CIVIC League is saying that this is a “false narrative.” Really?! They are the ones living the
world’s false narrative about sodomites. It’s clear in this statement. I defy you to find one occurrence since 2009,
when I left, when this venerable century old ministry allowed the accurate and biblical word — sodomite — to go
forth from their capitol city office. I was always forced to use the euphemism “sexual orientation.” They’ve taken
up the tortured designations “gay” and “LGBTQ” to describe their enemy.
And … YES … they are the enemy! It’s as clear as every single statistic emerging in America proving the success
of the over century old cultural Marxist strategy to destroy the Church. They’ve captured the high ground of Western Civilization. The League is drunk on the cultural kool aid of the social and religious Left.
I fought the urge to drink it during my tenure without much success, I have to admit. I sipped, but I didn’t get
drunk. What saved me was remaining firm in my conviction that civilization ceases to exist if sodomy is exalted. I
built on that conviction with rhetoric and “narratives” that weren’t much different from what the League spun out in
the email containing this statement. But I remained firm in my soul about sodomy and sodomites. Pure evil.
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The League’s statement is a mirror image of the truth. They urge the leadership of the chicken restaurant to “stop
promoting the false narrative that those who promote biblical values are anti-LGBTQ.” Biblical values ARE antiLGBTQ. That isn’t a false narrative. It is the truth. It isn’t even a narrative.
This reminds me of the “No Room for Hate” public relations campaign designed by some well-intentioned Christian ministers in Maine in the mid-1990s. A group called Concerned Maine Families formed to confront the issue.
They divided the duties of their political campaign. The “Concerned Maine Families” side would make secular arguments against special legal rights for sodomites. The “No Room for Hate” side would represent Christianity …
make the religious arguments. I refused to sign on.
It goes without saying that Christianity doesn’t hate. We were playing into the hands of our enemies by making the
enemy’s argument for them. The enemy is the one who lies about God’s reasons for judging sodomy harshly. If
there’s room for God to send sodomites to hell then we have a duty to understand why. Claiming there’s no room
for hate just muddies the waters.

And that is precisely what the League is doing today — muddying the waters with their fear-based approach to this
crystal clear issue. The world might be confused about all things “gay.” God isn’t. And He never will be. We are
vulnerable to sexual fads and fashions. Christianity most definitely is NOT vulnerable to this modernist innovation.
At the heart of Christianity is God who arranges for a miraculous conception (no other human involved) of His Son
in the womb of a woman named Mary. At the heart of Christianity is relationship between God and Man. God’s
Son, Jesus Christ, calls himself the “Son of Man.” God became a baby. He is the second person of the Trinity.
God himself lives in perpetual holy relationship between three persons — Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Worshipping and serving this sublime truth unleashes infinite potential in civilizations.
At the heart of Christianity is the celebration of life and family — NOT SEXUAL “FREEDOM.” The heart of sodomy is death and destruction. Just look around. We’re going insane because the Church refuses to do it’s job.
Shame on the League.
Amen.
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